BRINGING AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE TO THE GLOBAL SAP COMMUNITY
COGNITUS S/4HANA INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS FOR A&D
A&D firms require global support for compliance, regulations, and local specifications as they set themselves
up for global sales.
Adopting a single, digital ERP solution, within the SAP environment, enables you to meet those needs
more quickly, eﬃciently, and at a reduced cost – by leveraging automation, integrating compliance into
the process, and reducing human error.
The Cognitus S/4HANA Industry Solution for A&D (CIS-AD) enhances the native SAP S/4HANA environment
with 14+ custom solutions built specifically for Aerospace & Defense. The company orchestrates a global
footprint with strong support from a certified gold partnership with SAP and major SIs like Deloitte and
Accenture.
In a recent interview, Berthold Breitling, the Director of Sales for Aerospace and Defense, and a project
engineer with 30+ years of experience in aerospace talks about how Cognitus is strategically placed to meet
the global compliance needs of the A&D market.

OUT OF THE BOX GOVERNMENT CONTRACT SUPPORT
If your organization is already using SAP, Cognitus ensures a swift automated transmission of Government
reports directly to SAP while conforming to Department of Defense and DCMA standards.
“We deliver government reporting in SAP out of the box. You implement and it’s ready to go – no
customization or further adaption needed” says Breitling, “With the Cognitus A&D Solution, compliance is
easy. You choose the contract you need (e.g., NASA, Navy), select the compliance solutions, and then work
on those requirements in the report. SAP S/4HANA allows us to build business flows that take you from
one step to the next, so even a layman can understand it.”

AN APPROVED SAP PARTNER SOLUTION
Being a certified gold partner of SAP, Cognitus is facilitated by the SAP A&D team to fill global gaps in
meeting A&D demands with localized solutions and processes to fit each country’s regulatory requirements.
“We developed our A&D solution in collaboration with SAP to enhance the S/4HANA platform, while filling
gaps in the SAP solution from a global perspective”.
Cognitus’ partnerships with local regulatory and A&D experts ensure the same rigorous standards of quality
and value delivery across UK, France, U.S and Germany.

A GLOBAL A&D SOLUTION
Cognitus offers a comprehensive A&D solution to assist seamless communication between countries to meet
global regulatory requirements. While moving to a new country, they integrate the local government and
defense contract compliance demands in the system allowing you to use the same software to maintain
compliance with the laws of France, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
Having a local presence and engineers throughout Europe uniquely places Cognitus to provide A&D solutions
to ventures that need local support but also require insight into business processes with global governance.

A BRIGHT FUTURE IN A&D
“Cognitus is a global native, with experience in diverse projects, with diverse organizations in regulation
from different supervisory authorities. That means we have the experience to work with you, to expedite
the process, and to meet those global needs.”
With a customer-centric service as a core value, Cognitus offers simplified timelines at lower costs. If you can
start and finalize a contract in a few months, you can get started that much sooner, begin implementation
faster, and save money.
“Following a global narrative, our A&D solution was built with international contracts and multiple
regulations and compliance factors in mind. We focus on delivering real value not only to organizations
looking to implement compliance reporting into SAP but also those looking to globalize their local A&D
organization.”
Rapidly expanding in the A&D space, Cognitus has closed 9 contracts in 2022 complying to the software
demands of some of the world’s largest A&D companies. To make such global compliance support standard
across Europe is next on the charts.
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